8 Joint Degree Programmes / Concurrent Degree Programmes / Double Degree Programmes with Overseas Universities

8.1 Joint Bachelor of Science (Honours) from National University of Singapore (NUS) and Bachelor of Philosophy (Honours) from Australian National University (ANU)

8.2 Joint Bachelor of Arts (Honours) from National University of Singapore (NUS) and Bachelor of Philosophy (Honours) from Australian National University (ANU)

8.3 Joint Bachelor of Music from National University of Singapore and Peabody Institute of The John Hopkins University

8.4 Joint Bachelor of Arts (Honours) from National University of Singapore and Bachelor of Social Sciences (Honours) in Actuarial Studies and Economics from Australian National University

8.5 Joint Bachelor of Arts (Honours) from National University of Singapore and from University of North Carolina – Chapel Hill

8.6 Joint Bachelor of Science (Honours) in Life Sciences from National University of Singapore and Bachelor of Science in Biology from The University of North Carolina – Chapel Hill

8.7 Joint Bachelor of Science (Honours) in Life Sciences from National University of Singapore and Bachelor of Science (Honours) in Biological Sciences/Biomedical Sciences from University of Dundee

8.8 Bachelor of Arts (Honours) / Bachelor of Science (Honours) from National University of Singapore and Bachelor of Arts in International Liberal Studies from Waseda University

8.9 Bachelor of Arts/Social Sciences (Honours) from National University of Singapore and Bachelor of Arts from Sciences Po

8.10 Bachelor/Master of Engineering or Bachelor/Master of Science or Bachelor/Master of Computing from National University of Singapore and Diplome d’Ingenieur from French Grande École (the equivalent of Masters in France)

8.11 Concurrent Programme in Bachelor of Computing (Computer Science) of National University of Singapore and Scientiae Magister in Computer Science of Brown University

8.12 Concurrent Programme in Bachelor of Computing (Computer Science) of National University of Singapore and Master of Entertainment Technology of Carnegie Mellon University
8.13 NUS Master of Laws (International Arbitration and Dispute Resolution)-Geneva Master of Laws in International Dispute Settlement (MIDS) Double Degree Programme